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Abstract

A novel approach to multi-region modeling will be presented. This mod-

ular approach is able to reproduce results obtained with the traditional as

well as a modified Negishi approach. We redesigned the Negishi approach to

make it applicable in modeling technological spillovers induced by foreign

direct investments. While the modular approach is able to completely inter-

nalize the external effects from technological spillovers, resulting in higher

welfare gains, the modified Negishi approach cannot completely internalize

them. The latter is due to the fact that shadow prices from sectoral produc-

tion functions are used in order to feed the process of iteratively adjusting

the Negishi welfare weights. Under the modular approach, the way of find-

ing an equilibrium solution in a dynamic and multiregional framework is

allocation-based and differs from existing price-oriented methods. We dis-

cuss the characteristics of the underlying adjustment algorithm which, in con-

trast to the joint maximization of the Negishi approach, is embedded in a de-

centralized optimization process. Results from numerical model experiments

will demonstrate the advantage of this novel approach.
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1 Introduction

This paper focuses on multi-region modeling including external effects like tech-

nological spillovers. Within economic theory, the concept of externalities has long

been investigated. Externalities arise, for instance, due to market imperfections,

public goods and spillover effects. The classical instrument to internalize exter-

nal effects is a Pigouvian tax, which can be derived from the shadow prices of a

counterfactual model experiment. However, if the externality causes a non-convex

model structure, pareto (global) optimality of the solution cannot be guaranteed

and shadow prices are misleading in the case of a local optimum. In modeling

regional linkages (e.g. capital and trade flows) in a dynamic context, dealing with

external effects like technological spillovers is additionally complicated, because

of the feedbacks between regional linkages and external effects. Recent litera-

ture (Blomstr̈om et al., 1999; Hejazi and Safarian, 1999) identified a strong link

between foreign direct investments and spillovers. This paper aims to provide a

model framework that allows analysis of the impacts of foreign investments and

spillovers on regional welfare and economic growth.

Our starting point in multi-region modeling is the Negishi approach. Some

well-known models in climate economics, e.g. MERGE (Manne et al., 1995;

Manne and Richels, 1995) and RICE (Nordhaus and Yang, 1996), applied the

Negishi algorithm in order to find a general equilibrium in an intertemporal op-

timizing framework. The traditional Negishi approach, however, has to be mod-

ified in order to deal with foreign direct investments and spillovers. This will be

explained in more detail later on. Yet this modified Negishi approach is limited

in capturing the external effects induced by technological spillovers. We present

an alternative algorithm of coupling regions, which is able to capture the external

effect completely .

The paper is structured as follows: Challenges of multi-region modeling will

be discussed in section 2. Methods and solution techniques of multi-region model-

ing are summarized, problems that arise in the presence of interregional spillovers

are highlighted. Our alternative approach is based on the concept of modularity.

The model structure distinguishes between region modules and a trade module.

The mathematical structure of the model is presented in section 3. We demon-

strate the iterative algorithm that searches for an equilibrium solution within the
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modular approach. In section 4, we discuss the characteristics of the underlying

adjustment process and contrast them to the characteristics and capabilities of the

Negishi approach. Preliminary results from numerical experiments, depicting wel-

fare and terms of trade implications, are presented in section 5. The advantage of

the modular approach is demonstrated for the case of the presence of spillovers.

We end with some conclusions in section 6.

2 Multi-region modeling methods

Multi-region modeling becomes a challenging task when different regional interac-

tions are considered. Several flows (e.g. goods trade, capital flows, tradeable per-

mits, knowledge spillovers) between heterogenous regions form a complex pattern

of interaction. In classical economics, prices are the major tool for coordinating

regional interactions. In an intertemporal problem, as it is the subject of investiga-

tion here, entire time paths of prices have to be determined so as to equilibrate im-

ports and exports, supplies and demands during each period simultaneously. Since

each commodity is differentiated between regions and time periods, the number of

prices and quantities rises rapidly. This curse of dimensionality persists in spite of

the most recent progress in computational performance. That is also why first steps

in applied economic analysis of dynamic multiregional problems were taken in the

more aggregated framework of economic growth models (e.g. Manne and Richels,

1992).

Early work on algorithms that help to find equilibrium prices numerically was

summarized by Scarf (1984). More recently, Luenberger and Maxfield (1995) pre-

sented advanced algorithms for the computation of competitive equilibria. These

algorithms employ a standard fixed-point method as a fundamental component, as

other general purpose algorithms for determining equilibria also do. In the liter-

ature different termini for the categorization of adjustment algorithms are men-

tioned, e.g. Walrasian vs. Marshallian, tatonnement vs. non-tatonnement. Like

many others, Luenberger and Maxfield (1995) distinguish between price-based

and allocation-based algorithms. The former (including especially the standard

Walrasian excess demand algorithm) is the most applied one. Manne and Richels

(1992) applied such an iterative algorithm based on the Danzig-Wolfe decomposi-

tion method.
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The Negishi approach, as a well-known solution technique for multi-region

modeling (Manne and Rutherford, 1994; Leimbach and Toth, 2003), can be clas-

sified as an allocation-based algorithm. In particular, the Negishi approach is dis-

tinguished by a welfare adjustment process that guarantees that the intertemporal

budget constraints are satisfied. Technically, the Negishi approach integrates the

regions in a single model. It therefore differs from approaches with decentralized

decision-making processes. Essentially, it internalizes the coordination function

which in decentralized models is played by the market or a virtual auctioneer. By

means of adjustable welfare weights, the regions’ utility functions are combined

in a single global welfare function. Negishi (1972) demonstrated the correspon-

dence between a competitive equilibrium and a maximum point of a social welfare

function which is a linear combination of utility functions of individual consumers,

with the weights in the combination in inverse proportion to the marginal utilities of

income. Numerically, the welfare optimum can be computed based on the method

of sequential joint maximization (Dixon, 1975).

As part of the most recent discussion in endogenous growth literature, Farmer

and Lahiri (2005) studied the problem of finding an equilibrium in a two-country

model setting with externalities. They could prove the existence of an equilib-

rium solution (unique equilibrium) under strict assumptions on the initial state

only. Farmer and Lahiri also demonstrated that the presence of externalities pre-

vents factor price equalization. Greiner and Semmler (2004), too, investigated a

multi-region problem characterized by externalities, which in this case are due to

knowledge spillovers. They found two equilibria (balanced growth paths). Again,

initial values predetermine the long-run growth path. General results from anal-

yses of regional interactions based on analytical models can only be derived for

simplified models and under restrictive assumptions. In all other cases, numerical

algorithms are needed to obtain model solutions, i.e. to find a general equilibrium

and/or a pareto optimum1.

We started with the Negishi approach in modeling regional interactions within

a framework of economic growth models. However, as it turns out (see below)

the capability of the Negishi approach in dealing with technological spillovers is

limited. Based on an alternative allocation-based adjustment algorithm, we devel-

1As for the relation between equilibria and optima, see for instance Ginsburgh and Waelbrock

(1981).
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oped a model that bears the challenge of taking spillovers and foreign investments

into account and which is suited for numerical experiments. This model is com-

posed of single optimization problems of decentralized actors (i.e. regions). On a

meta-level, a control entity or auctioneer coordinates the local solutions in an iter-

ative fashion. The virtual coordinator has to compute an optimal allocation of the

common resources. The present approach considers all traded goods as common

resources. Based on the allocation of the resources, the agents determine their eco-

nomic activities. There is an exchange of information between the coordinator and

the agents until the global situation cannot be improved anymore.

The equilibrium reached in this way, however, is a conditional one, based on

the weights the coordinator assigns to each agent’s improvement in evaluating the

global situation. In applying a different approach to multi-region modelling, Bahn

et al. (1998) assume economies of the same state of development which implies

equal weights. Such an assumption, obviously, restricts the application of that

multiregional model. The present model will follow the rationale of the Negishi

approach. A distinguished equilibrium can be obtained by equalizing intertemporal

trade balances.

Multiregional models, pursuing the Negishi approach (e.g. economic growth

models), are usually implemented in the primal nonlinear programming format. In

contrast, state-of-the-art multiregional CGE models are implemented in a mixed

complementarity format (cf. Rutherford, 1995). Duality properties of optimiza-

tion models and complementary slackness conditions are employed by this format.

Either type of multi-region modeling faces problems in the presence of spillover

effects. Spillovers represent a kind of externality and increasing return to scale

effect, respectively, that may introduce non-convexities into the model structure.

However, in dealing with a problem setting characterized by externalities, where

the common convexity assumptions of the general equilibrium theory do not hold,

we favor the more open structure of the non-linear programming format over the

stringent mixed complementary programming (MCP) format. The application of

the MCP format is limited due to the occurrence of non-convexities. In particu-

lar, as we will see later, technological spillovers cause deviations between import

and export prices and between regional rates of return on capital. These deviations

distort the complementarity conditions utilized by the MCP format.

In order to discriminate the present approach from the Negishi approach and
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alternative decentralized approaches we will call it the modular approach (in refer-

ence to its modular structure - see below).

3 The basic model

In this section, we present our model. The model is composed of region modules

and a trade module. The region modules encapsulate multisectoral Ramsey-type

economic growth models. We shall give a rather compact and general description

of that model part. In section 5, we will provide specifications of the implemented

computational model.

Each region faces a convex decision problem. This implies equivalence of the

model either formulated as a market model or a social planner model. Hence, a

representative agent can be assumed to summarize housholds’ consumption deci-

sions and firms’ investment and trade decisions. The trade module represents a

meta-optimizing algorithm that can be conceived as an auctioneer who balances

interactions of decentralized agents. Finding a solution for the coupled model is an

iterative process.

Throughout the model presentation, we use the following indices:

t time periods,

i, k regions,

j goods,

r iterations.

With J = {G,F} andj ∈ J the following types of trading goods are distinguished:

G consumption good,

F investment good.

Each good is produced in a different sector. Hence,j also represents a sectoral

index. We denote the sectoral index by a superscript throughout the model pre-

sentation. Although the model and the equations, respectively, are time-discrete in

principle, we use the continuous form of representing time. Time derivatives are

represented as usual. Each variable actually bears the time, region and iteration

index. For transparency reasons we will surpress them as often as possible.
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3.1 Region module

Each region module is represented by an economic growth model that includes a

welfare (U) maximizing objective function:

Max U =
∫ ∞

t=1
f [C(t)] · e−ρtdt. (1)

This welfare function measures the utility of the region’s representative house-

hold. Utility is a functionf of the consumption pathC(t) subject to discounting by

the pure rate of time preferenceρ. For f it holds that

f ′[C] > 0; f ′′[C] < 0.

Production functionsg with capitalK and some exogenously given other pro-

duction factorsM generate sectoral outputY:

Y j = gj [Aj ,Kj ,M j ]. (2)

VariableA denotes the productivity level which represents total factor produc-

tivity here. Capital is allocated from a common pool. Thus, perfect cross-sectoral

mobility of capital is implicitly assumed (for simplicity reasons we neglect the

real-world vintage and putty-clay structure of the capital stock):

KG + KF = K (3)

Capital accumulation follows the standard capital stock equation of motion (δ

represents the depreciation rate) extended by investment goods imports (XF ):

K̇i = Ii +
∑

k

XF
ki − δi ·Ki. (4)

The output of the consumption goods sector represents the regional gross prod-

uct net of investments. It is used to meet demands on consumption and exports,

while being incremented by imports:

Y G
i = Ci +

∑

k

(XG
ik −XG

ki). (5)

Xik denotes the export from region i to region k. It simultaneously denotes

the import of region k from region i which, however, is part of the optimization
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of another region. Particular constraints ensure equivalence of both (see below).

Note that the trade variables represent net export and net import values. The usage

of separate export and import variables, which for net values actually could be

omitted, is due to the subsequent modeling of technological spillovers.

The investment goods sector provides domestic investments (control variable

I ) and meets foreign demands on investment goods:

Y F
i = Ii +

∑

k

XF
ik. (6)

In order to establish a link to foreign direct investments, while keeping the

model simple, we assume that all investment goods export is accompanied by for-

eign direct investments. This is a consistent way of modeling foreign direct invest-

ments, which include physical investments2. They are considered simultaneously

as part of the current account (i.e. exports/imports) and the financial account (i.e.

capital transfers). Since the current account and the financial account are comple-

ments, no further equations are needed to close the model with respect to foreign

direct investments and other capital transfers (with the latter as counterpart of con-

sumption goods export/import), if we neglect reserve changes and net incomes3.

An intertemporal trade balance introduced below handles the associated account-

ing issues representatively.

The range of regional interactions usually modelled is extended by technolog-

ical spillovers. Technological spillovers that increase productivity may be due to

foreign direct investments. Empirical research, reported by Takii (2004), demon-

strated for several countries that foreign firms (resulting from foreign direct invest-

ments) tend to have higher productivity than domestic ones, hence improving the

host country’s aggregated productivity. Within our model an additional change of

the total factor productivity in a region k is a function of foreign direct investments

2Note that according to the definition of the International Monetary Funds (IMF, 1993, p.86)

foreign direct investments also comprise financial transactions.
3Denoting the export of goods and services with X, the import with IM, net incomes with NI,

capital transfers and foreign investments with CT and the change of reserve assets with RC, we get

the following basic balance of payment equating current and financial account:

X − IM + NI = CT −RC.
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of region i in region k and of productivity differences between regions k and i:

Ȧk = h(XF
ik, ∆A) with ∆A = Ai −Ak. (7)

The productivity differences are computed based on data from the previous itera-

tion.

The present modular approach towards multi-region modeling is distinguished

by the use of trade flow boundaries̄X. These boundaries are computed by the trade

module in the previous iteration. If i denotes the region under consideration, for

exports it holds that:

Xj
ik ≥ X̄j

ik. (8)

Analogously the following import constraint holds:

Xj
ki ≤ X̄j

ki. (9)

Both constraints are binding, since

∂Ui

∂X̄j
ik

≤ 0

and
∂Ui

∂X̄j
ki

≥ 0.

This guarantees that interregional trade flows are balanced. The region module is

completed by several initial conditions:

Ki(0) = ki (10)

Ai(0) = ai (11)

and non-negativity conditions:

Ci,Ki,K
j
i , Ai, Y

j
i , Ii, X

j
ik, X

j
ki ≥ 0. (12)

The set of control variables Qi of each region i can be denoted by:

Qi = {Ii,K
j
i , X

j
ik, X

j
ki}.
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3.2 Trade module

The purpose of the trade module is to mediate between the region modules (i.e.

to clear markets and ensure intertemporal balancing) and to determine trade flow

boundaries that correspond to a competitive equilibrium. Since all regions can only

be made better off if and only if a new trade activity makes a positive profit at the

current equilibrium prices (cf. Scarf, 1990, p. 379), the objective functionO of the

trade module maximizes the total gainsz from a shift in the trade structure. These

are obtained from the difference between the importers’ marginal utility (import

pricepi) of additional import units (̄X - X) and the exporters’ marginal utility loss

(export pricepe):

Max O =
∫ ∞

t=1
z[pi(t), pe(t), X(t), X̄(t)]dt (13)

with

z =
n∑

i=1

n∑

k=1

l∑

j=1

[(pijik − pej
ik) · (X̄j

ik −Xj
ik)]. (14)

Prices are endogenous in the integrated system. However, they are exogenous

for the region modules as well as for the trade module. They are based on the

shadow prices of constraints (8) and (9), which can be described in the form of

partial derivatives (withU∗ as maximum welfare in iteration r):

pijki =
∂U∗

i

∂X̄j
ki

(15)

pej
ik =

∂U∗
i

∂X̄j
ik.

(16)

The potential trade flows̄X, which represent the export/import boundaries in

the region modules, serve as control variables in the trade module. The price dif-

ferential within the objective function is formed by the import price of region k and

the export price of region i (with i6=k). These prices may not completely converge.

This is due to the effect of the intertemporal budget constraint (see below) which

for regions with a current account deficit requests to export tradables. The desig-

nated exporter may have higher marginal utility (shadow prices) than the importing
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region with respect to the trading good. Each export of such a good, however, in-

creases its shadow price and hence the difference to the respective price within the

importing region.

Since the shadow prices cannot be expected to converge offhand (even in the

equilibrium), world market prices (which are needed to compute the the intertem-

poral trade balance) are determined on the basis of average values (with n repre-

senting the number of regions):

p̃j = [
∑n

i=1

∑n
k=1 pijik

(n− 1) · n +
∑n

i=1

∑n
k=1 pej

ik

(n− 1) · n ]/2 ∀i 6= k. (17)

While surpressing the time index mostly, we emphasize that these prices are

time-variant.

An intertemporal trade balance and budget constraint, respectively, has to be

met by each region:

∫ ∞

t=1
B(t)dt = 0. (18)

with

B =
l∑

j=1

(
p̃j ·

n∑

k=1

[X̄j
ik − X̄j

ki]

)
. (19)

This equation serves to level off the trade deficits of each region in the long

run and prevents in a similar way as within the Negishi approach implausible re-

distribution effects. Due to the complementary relation between trade and capital

transfers, this equation represents also a substitute of balancing final net foreign

assets which sum up capital transfers and return rates from foreign investments.

Finally, each region may either be an exporter or an importer of a particular

good over a given time periodτ :

∫ τ

t=1

n∑

k=1

X̄j
ik(t)dt ·

∫ τ

t=1

n∑

k=1

X̄j
ki(t)dt = 0. (20)

One could increase flexibility by taking this constraint into account for each

point in time separately. This, however, could lead to artificial investment goods

exports in anticipation of spillover gains from re-exports in subsequent periods.
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3.3 Iteration process

Capturing interactions between the regions, i.e. balancing trade and investment

flows, is an iterative process. Within each iteration, first the region modules, con-

fronted with new export/import boundaries, are solved and then the trade module.

Within the first iteration, an arbitrary set of export/import boundaries has to be

selected.
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Figure 1: Modular structure

The data flow between the modules (see Figure 1 for a two-region example) and

the adjustment process work as follows: The region modules send trade volumes,

export pricies and import prices to the trade module. The trade module uses this

information in order to adjust the export/import boundaries, which it sends back.

Furthermore, the current productivity level of each region is made available for

each other region’s optimization within the next iteration. This iterative adjustment

process ends when the return rates on capital converge to a stationary point and the

trade structure does not change anymore. i.e. for all export variables it holds that:

|X̄ −X| ≤ ε or |X̄r − X̄r−1| ≤ ε. (21)

In order to stabilize the iterative algorithm and support iteration progress, we

first change eq. (19) to
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∫ ∞

t=1
B(t)dt ≤ ε. (22)

The value of parameterε has to be chosen close to, but significantly different

from zero. Second, the potential change of trade flows, represented by the differ-

enceX̄ - X, is restricted to a fractionγ of the respective output levels:

−γ · Y j
i ≤ X̄j

ik −Xj
ik ≤ γ · Y j

i . (23)

The convergence behavior and iteration progress can be influenced by parame-

terγ.

The iteration process does not reflect the real adjustment process of markets and

the export/import boundaries determined by the trade module are purely algorith-

mic devices. The result of the iteration process, however, resembles the outcome

of market processes. The present iteration process is an allocation-based algorithm

(cf. section 2). It differs from the Walrasian auctioneer and other excess demand

algorithms that, by means of price adjustments, iteratively clear markets and/or

balance trade flows (e.g. Kumar and Shubik, 2004). Above all, it is an adjust-

ment algorithm that operates in an intertemporal model setting which may include

transitional (i.e. off-the-steady-state) dynamics.

4 Modular approach vs. Negishi approach

a) Traditional Negishi approach

In this section, we will contrast the modular approach with two versions of the

Negishi approach. The traditional Negishi approach plays the counterpart in the

first step. In order to investigate problems with spillover externalities we developed

a modified version of the Negishi model. This is the subject of the second part of

this section.

In Table 1, we want to compare the adjustment processes of the classical Negishi

approach and the present modular approach for a conventional model setting with-

out spillover effects. This comparison is based on the following equilibrium con-

ditions:

• balanced intertemporal budget constraint
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• clearance of trade markets

• equalized rates of return on capital.

Table 1: Adjustment process

Negishi approach Modular approach

Iterative adjustment of welfare

weights

Iterative adjustment of flow barriers

Equal rates of return in each itera-

tion

Intertemporal budget constraint is

balanced in each iteration

Iteratively obtaining balanced in-

tertemporal budget constraint

Iteratively obtaining equalized rates

of return on capital

In contrast to standard approaches based on a Walrasian tatonnement process,

here, the market clearance condition will be met by means of appropriate con-

straints in both approaches from the outset. This applies after some initial itera-

tions also to the intertemporal budget constraint within the modular approach and

to the return rates within the Negishi approach. While the Negishi approach iterates

towards an evened intertemporal budget constraint, the modular approach iterates

towards equalized return rates on capital. The next section will show whether dif-

ferences in the adjustment processes will yield different results.

Return rates represent the rental price of capital. In the standard Heckscher-

Ohlin model, trade results in an equalization of factor prices. Meeting the equi-

librium condition of equalized return rates, however, depends first on a neoclassic

type of production function, where

g′[K] ≥ 0; g′′[K] ≤ 0

holds in particular, and second on certain initial conditions. Cunat and Maffez-

zoli (2004) demonstrated that significant differences in the capital-labor ratios of

different countries make this equalization impossible. This is associated with a

specialization on either capital-intensive or labor-intensive goods. Furthermore, in

the presence of externalities induced by foreign direct investments, regional return

rates on capital may differ as shown by Farmer and Lahiri (2005). Convergence
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has to be tested as the case arises. For the general case, we only require a stationary

point of the return rates to represent an equilibrium condition.

The Negishi approach is challenged when spillover effects have to be taken

into account. This is first due to the need to model trade flows in a bilateral form.

In its common application (cf. Leimbach and Toth, 2003), the Negishi approach is

based on the shadow prices of tradables as derived from the trade balance equation

(Xi represents net export of region i):

n∑

i=1

Xi = 0.

Within the bilateral model formulation (with k as another region index), this

trade balance changes to

n∑

i=1

(
n∑

k=1

Xik −
n∑

k=1

Xki) = 0.

This can be transformed to

n∑

i=1

n∑

k=1

(Xik −Xik) = 0.

This equation is met by any arbitrary value for Xik and results in an infeasibility

of any change of the right-hand side. Hence, this trade balance has no meaningful

shadow price and prevents the Negishi approach from being operable.

b) Modified Negishi approach

Using alternative shadow prices could be a way out. Therefore, we reformu-

lated the model described above to make it applicable for the Negishi approach.

This reformulation include all constraints from the region modules (except for eqs.

8 and 9) supplemented by a global welfare function (with global welfareW and

Negishi weightsw) :

Max W =
n∑

i=1

wi · Ui (24)

and a trade restriction analogous to eq. (20).

The shadow prices of the instances of the production functions (eq. 3) can then

be used to obtain consumption goods prices and investment goods prices. These
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prices allow us to compute the intertemporal budget constraint (analogously to the

left-hand side of eq. 18) and to adjust the Negishi weights.

The modified Negishi approach shares the same adjustment process as the tra-

ditional Negishi approach. It only differs in the origin of the prices that underlie

the iterative process of obtaining a balanced intertemporal budget constraint. The

equivalence of the used production prices with market prices, however, can only

be guaranteed if there is an unrestricted flow of goods and capital. The modified

Negishi approach may even then fail in the case of existing externalities. Spillovers

exhibit price-relevant external effects that are bound to interregional linkages. They

cannot be grasped by production prices. In contrast, the modular approach provides

a straightforward way to derive market-relevant prices by means of equations (15)

and (16).

5 Model experiments

The primary aim of numerical experiments is to validate the model presented in

section 3. This is done, first, by testing the convergence behavior, second, by

contrasting the results with those of the modified Negishi approach, and third, by

means of sensitivity analyses. A particular focus will be on the comparison of the

results of the modular and the Negishi approach in the spillover case.

As an instance of the function f (see section 3.1), we apply a common logarith-

mic or Bernoullian utility function (cf. Nordhaus, 1994, p.12):

f [Ci(t)] = Li(t) · lnCi(t)
Li(t)

(25)

L represents the regions’ population. It simultaneously forms the production

factor labor. The production function for the consumption goods sector is specified

as a Cobb-Douglas function (with the production factors capitalK, labor L and

energyE):

Y G
i = eκtAi · [(1− θi)Ki]α · Lη

i · E1−α−η
i . (26)

In addition to productivity changes induced by spillover effects, A is assumed

to change exogenously according to growth rateκ. Variableθ denotes the share
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of total capital stock which is allocated to the investment goods sector. Investment

goods production is assumed to be a function of capital only:

Y F
i = ψi · (θiKi)φ. (27)

The elasticity parameterφ is assumed to be constant over time for simplicity

reasons. Withφ equal to 1, this equation becomes a Leontief-type production func-

tion and parameterψ could be interpreted as technological coefficient (investment

goods output per unit capital stock)4. Following the neoclassical assumption of

diminishing marginal productivity, we chose a value forφ that is close to, but sig-

nificantly lower than 1. This production function then exhibits decreasing returns

to scale. These cause the conventional rewarding of factor prices in accordance

with its marginal productivities to be incomplete. Implicitly, there is a kind of

monopoly rent that restrict further entry of firms. However, this does not limit the

model’s capability in finding an interregional competitive equilibrium, which is the

focus here.

The production factor energy results from transforming primary energy carri-

ers, either domestic (YR) or foreign (XR) ones:

Ei = vi · (Y R
i −XR

ik + XR
ki). (28)

Primary energy carriers are assumed to represent a third tradable good (with

R ∈ J, while goods set J is extended toJ = {G,F,R}). While this intentionally

provides additional variety in regional interactions, we simultaneously want to re-

strict intraregional complexity by assuming the resource extraction function to be

modeled as a time trend (withω as growth rate):

Ẏ R = ωY R. (29)

Next, we specify the technological spillover functionh:

h = Ȧir =
n∑

k=1




(
ζ1 · XF

kir

Kir

)ζ2

· β ·max(0, Ak,r−1 −Ai,r−1)


. (30)

4With a Leontief-type production function return rates on capital converge immediately.
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Note that the foreign direct investments variable is divided by the capital stock

in order to avoid scaling effects (otherwise larger regions would get higher produc-

tivity gains). Whileζ1 represents an additional scaling parameter,ζ2 (0 < ζ < 1)

depicts the elasticity of productivity changes on foreign direct investments.β rep-

resents a spillover coefficient, i.e. the intensity of technological spillovers.

Finally, we introduce for diagnostic purposes only a current account (CA) equa-

tion

CAik =
∑

j

(p̃j/p̃G · [Xj
ik −Xj

ki]). (31)

and a net foreign assets (FA) equation (withCT=CA, following a simplified balance

of payment concept)
˙FA = µ · FA + CT. (32)

The return rates (µ) are computed based on the shadow pricesλ of the capital stock

equation (4):

µ = − λ̇

λ
. (33)

The time horizon of model simulations is from 1990 to 2050, including 12

five-year time steps. We omit terminal and transversality conditions beyond the

intertemporal budget constraint. Thus, terminal effects may occur in numerical

results. This, however, only affects intraregional dynamics. Due to the presence of

the intertemporal budget constraint (eq. 19 and 22) there is no limitation for the

search for the competitive interregional equilibrium.

We started with a model including the following generic regions:

• IR - developed world region;

• DR - developing world region.

The developed region is characterized by a higher productivity level and a

higher initial capital stock (per capita), the developing region by higher energy

resources endowment and population growth. While data are used that are in an

order of those provided by international data bases, the model is not at all cali-

brated. Hence, results should only be interpreted in a qualitative sense. All mod-

ules are programmed in GAMS (Brooke et al., 1992) and numerically solved with

the nonlinear programming solver CONOPT3. As part of the results of a single

optimization run, GAMS is capable to provide shadow price data (called marginal
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values). The programs are available from the authors upon request. For the selected

parameters and initial values see Annex A.

5.1 Non-spillover case

Within a first set of model experiments based on the modular approach, we assume

that technological spillovers do not exist and technical progress is completely ex-

ogenous. In analyzing the results, we first take a look at the convergence behavior.

The upper graphics of Figure 2 demonstrate the convergence of welfare measures.

Around 100 iterations are needed in this example. Convergence can be sped up

by increasing parameterγ. This, however, will simultaneously increase the risk of

failing convergence.
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Figure 2: Convergence of welfare (a and b) and return rates on capital in 2015 (c

and d) (IR - developed world region, DR - developing world region).

The lower graphics show the convergence of the return rates on capital of the

year 2015. The convergence process is almost completed after 50 iterations. This,
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however, is not a uniform result. The return rates in other years exhibit a different

speed of convergence. Moreover, the required number of iterations also depends

on the initial flow boundaries and, in particular, on the initial ratio between capital

stock and output. Figure 2d resulted from a model run where the initial capital

stock in IR was increased from 6 to 8 trillion US dollars. The implied divergence

of initial return rates delays convergence. Nevertheless, the convergence behavior

is quite robust.
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Figure 3: Current account resulting from the Negishi approach (a) and from the

modular approach after (b) 10 iterations, (c) 40 iterations, (d) 300 iterations (IR -

developed world region, DR - developing world region).

As a next quality check of the modular approach, its results are compared to

those from the Negishi approach. First, it turns out that the return rates presented

in Figure 2 converge towards the respective values that result from the Negishi ap-

proach. Second, the Negishi solution in terms of main variables can be reproduced

completely with a sufficient numerical precision. Given the methodological dif-
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ferences, this correspondence is remarkable. Correspondence appears after around

50 iterations for per capita consumption, gross product, and welfare figures. More

iterations are needed to obtain export trajectories that fit to each other. Neverthe-

less, even the trade pattern could be reproduced quite well. Figure 3 shows the

convergence of the current account obtained from modular approach as well as the

correspondence with the current account obtained from the Negishi approach. In

the following we will analyze the trade and foreign investment structure indicated

by Figure 3.
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Figure 4: Net export of a) consumption goods, b) investment goods, c) primary

energy (first mentioned region in the legend always denotes the exporter), and d)

net foreign assets - discounted (IR - developed world region, DR - developing

world region).

Due to differences in resources endowments and productivity, the regions’

trade profits vary. The developing region, endowed with affluent resources, ben-

efits most from trade and international capital mobility (2.2% in relative welfare
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units compared to 1.2% for the developed region). A major merit of the model is

its capability to provide insights into the dynamics of regional interactions. Figure

4 illustrates some details of the intertemporal and bilateral trade structure. Besides

the expected result that the developing region exports primary energy, we see that

there is a sustained export of final goods and temporary export of investment goods

from IR to DR. Primary energy exports will lead to leveling off the current account

deficit of DR and reducing the foreign assets of IR, which arise due to substan-

tial initial foreign direct investments of IR in DR5. This is a typical result within an

intertemporal optimizing framework. There is a bias to immediately adjust the cap-

ital stock to a level from which it is easier to approach the steady state. The level of

these ”induced” foreign direct investments depends on the initial capital stock lev-

els. Increasing the initial capital stock in IR (from 6 to 8 trillion US dollars) leads

to a reversed trade pattern with respect to consumption goods. IR’s exports of in-

vestment goods increase further. DR’s resulting current account deficit is equalized

by primary energy and consumption goods exports.

5.2 Spillover case

Within the second set of model experiments, we take technological spillovers into

account. Consequently, technological progress is partly endogenized. From an

economic point of view, the question arises of whether there are welfare gains

for both regions and what changes result in the trade and capital flow structure.

From a methodological point of view, the more important question relates to the

differences between the Negishi approach and the modular approach. Is there any

result that would demonstrate the value of the modular approach beyond that of a

computationally expensive substitute of the Negishi approach ?

In Figure 5, we contrast the welfare results of the Negishi and the modular ap-

proach. More precisely, welfare differences between several spillover cases (which

differ by spillover intensity) and the non-spillover case are shown for both ap-

proaches. In order to get a broad picture, we varied the spillover intensity over

a wide range. Considering the combined results for IR and DR, it turns out that

in almost half of the single variants the modular approach dominates the Negishi

5Note that in Figures 4 and 7 net exports are represented by their physical equivalents, partly

measured in $ units. No price-relevant information (discounting, changes in relative prices) is in-

cluded.
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approach in terms of the objective value. In particular, with the modular approach

we obtain higher welfare values for IR in each case and for DR in some cases.
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Figure 5: Welfare difference between spillover and non-spillover cases in a) IR

(developed world region) and b) DR (developing world region).

The reason for the differences between the Negishi and the modular approach

can be found in the usage of shadow price information. Externalities caused by the

spillover effect lead to a divergence of the marginal values of exports and imports

of the same good. This, precisely, applies to the investment goods prices of the

host country of spillovers. The modified Negishi approach computes goods prices

on the basis of the shadow prices of the sectoral production functions (eqs. 26,

27 and 29). But based on these production prices, external effects that result from

regional interactions cannot be captured completely. The modular approach, in
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contrast, is able to completely internalize the spillover effect. This is due to an

adjustment process which is based on shadow prices of export and import bounds

as introduced in the region modules (section 3.1). In the presence of spillover

effects, the modular approach is clearly preferable. This statement holds unless we

would argue that the related positive external effects cannot be anticipated.
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Figure 6: Per capita consumption gains from spillover effects (IR - developed world

region, DR - developing world region).

Taking a look at Figure 5 from the perspective of the modular approach only,

we observe two expected results: first, the welfare gains are the higher, the higher

the spillover intensity is, and second, the welfare gains are higher for the devel-

oping region - the recipient of spillovers. This pattern is more differentiated when

looking at the dynamics. Assuming a default spillover intensity ofβ=0.015, Figure

6 illustrates the consumption gains from the spillover effect. While gains in both

regions increase with time, there are yet significant differences in the patterns of

gains. The developing region gains in all periods. The increase is moderate. The

developed region, in contrast, loses in initial periods, but gains more later. Due to

the discounting effect, consumption gains of the developed region do not become

manifest in an equal increase in welfare. The developing region increases wel-

fare by 13.2% in relative terms, whereas the developed region increases welfare by

1.9% only. The level of gains, in general, depends on the specification of parameter

β. There is no empirical foundation forβ so far. Hence, we shall stress again that
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this result can only be interpreted in a qualitative sense.
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Figure 7: Trade structure and net foreign assets in the spillover case.

With spillover effects being taken into account, trade in investment goods claims

significant shares in total trade - see Figure 76. DR receives a sustained flow of for-

eign direct investments. Figure 7, furthermore, shows an overall intensification of

trade and capital mobility in the spillover case (compared to Figure 4). Consump-

tion and welfare gains of the developing region are directly linked to productivity

increases caused by technological spillovers. Positive feedbacks to the developed

region, while on a moderate level only, are mainly due to higher prices of invest-

ment goods in comparison to prices of consumption goods. The developed region

being the exporter of investment goods benefits from this. In order to meet the

intertemporal trade balance and leveling off the net foreign assets, respectively, the

developing region compensates the expansion of investment goods imports (com-

6Figure 7 illustrates results from the modular approach as well as from the Negishi run. The

qualitative pattern is quite similar. The lower total amount of foreign investments with the Negishi

results (in a number of periods there is no foreign investment at all), however, indicates a lower level

of technological spillovers to become realized.
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pared to the non-spillover case) increasingly by consumption goods exports.
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Figure 8: Convergence of welfare measure (IR - developed world region, DR -

developing world region.

Due to the fact that by introducing spillover effects the mathematical model

structure becomes non-convex, multiple optima may exist. Within the modular

approach, this does not apply to the single models (region modules and trade mod-

ule). Within the region modules, the representative agent has no direct control

over this external effect. However, the spillover effect influences the shadow prices

in the region modules and due to the exchange of shadow price information, the

spillover effect gets into consideration within the trade module. The above algo-

rithm of finding the optimal solution to the multi-region optimization problem does

not guarantee that a global optimum is found. Nevertheless, the convergence pro-

cess in finding the local optimum, although not as smooth as the convergence in

the non-spillover case (see Figure 2), is quite robust (see Figure 8).

We ran sensitivity analyses in order to study the robustness of the modular ap-

proach. The spillover coefficientβ was varied within the interval [0, 0.04]. Smooth

changes of welfare and per capita consumption occurred over a wide range (see

Figure 5 and Figure 9). This demonstrates robustness. However, even with mod-

erate spillover intensity, the regional return rates on capital do not converge to a

common level. This is due to the external effect and corresponds with the findings

of Farmer and Lahiri (2005). Whereas with moderate spillover intensity, the return
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Figure 10: Convergence of return rates in 2010 with varying spillover intensity:

a) β=0.0, b)β=0.02, c)β=0.04, d)β=0.06 (IR - developed world region, DR -

developing world region).
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rates converge to only slightly different levels (Figure 10 a and b), increasing the

spillover coefficient further, will result in a significant deviation of the return rates

(Figure 10 c and d)7. The latter may bring the model into a state where robustness

disappears and the algorithm fails to find a stationary point for the return rates.

Thus, one crucial point of further research is to empirically find the reasonable

range of the spillover intensity.

6 Conclusions

We presented a novel approach to multi-region modeling which is applicable in an

intertemporal optimization framework. We compared the results from this modu-

lar approach with those from the well-known Negishi approach. In a first step, we

showed the correspondence between the solutions of both approaches for a prob-

lem setting without externalities. This is remarkable in face of the technical dif-

ferences of the underlying algorithms. Hence, welfare optimality, which is proven

for the Negishi approach under common convexity assumptions (Negishi, 1972),

is indicated for the modular approach. Welfare and pareto optimality, respectively,

cannot be guaranteed when spillover effects are taken into account. The modular

approach has an important advantage in this case since the Negishi approach has

limited capabilities to model them. We demonstrated the advantage of the modular

approach. Supplemented by robustness properties, the modular approach turns out

to be a superior alternative in modeling interregional linkages including externali-

ties like technological spillovers.

However, the non-convex model structure implied by integrating spillover ef-

fects challenges the modular approach too. With the possibility of multiple local

optima, a general problem of trade simulations in an optimal control framework

becomes apparent: in a multiregional setting, quite different trade patterns can pro-

duce similar welfare. Careful empirical calibration is important to bound optimal

trade flows to plausible ranges. Moreover, modeling spillovers from foreign in-

vestments on a net base can be criticized. On the other hand, despite deficiencies

in the model structure, the fact that there is only a small positive feedback from

technology spillover to the technologically leading world region (which in essence

loses in relative terms) might give a new argument to the Lucas Paradox (cf. Lucas,

7With the modified Negishi approach, convergence fails for a spillover intensity beyond 0.05.
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1990, ’Why Doesn’t Capital Flow from Rich to Poor Countries?’). It partially ex-

plains why real world capital transfers towards developing regions are not as high

as could be expected from return rate differentials.
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A Default parameters and initial values

ρ : 0.03

δ : 0.08

v : 1.0

β : 0.015

ζ1 : 0.01· p̃F

p̃G

ζ2 : 0.4

γ : 0.002

ε : 0.0000001

κ : 0.008

αIR : 0.28

αDR : 0.3

ηIR : 0.67

ηDR : 0.6

ψIR : 0.16

ψDR : 0.16

φ : 0.9

ω : 0.01

kIR : 6 trill. $US

kDR : 4 trill. $US

aIR : 2.5

aDR : 1.2

LIR(0) : 0.5 bill. (constant)

LDR(0) : 0.8 bill. (grows by 1%)

Y R
IR(0) : 20 EJ

Y R
DR(0) : 120 EJ

FA(0) : 0.0

X̄j
1 : 0.0
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